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ABSTRACT

This study aims to analyze the development of Muhammadiyah Higher Learning Education (HLE) in improving the benefits to the society in Yogyakarta. The object of this research is UAD and UMY. This research interviewed 6 key Informant consisting of leader (Rector, Vice-Rector) and Secretary executive manager of infaq shadaqah in the HLE. The method in this research is Qualitative analysis which use Analytic network Process (ANP) and Logic Model. This research found that each object has different priorities in developing assets and business. Though, the fact said that the activities provided to the society only more or less 5 percent. The good deeds that have been done by the object so far are Student scholarship, Lecturer Scholarship, assist in the natural disasters relief. It indicated the high maslahah (benefit) that have been given from Muhammadiyah HLE to the society.
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